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 Viddeo is a free video-sharing platform that is fully integrated with iOS and Facebook, and allows for easy sharing of videos
across the web with your friends and family. Viddeo is a platform that connects all your friends, family, and peers for video-

sharing on the web and it does so in an easy, seamless, and private way. Not only is it a platform for video-sharing, but it’s also
an easy-to-use means of sharing videos across the web. To see how easy it is to share videos with your friends, check out the

below video to see Viddeo in action. Viddeo is a platform built for those who love to share their videos. Viddeo uses a
proprietary algorithm to automatically determine which of your videos will receive the most views (subject to your privacy

settings), automatically generating personalized video recommendations and providing suggested videos to your friends to share.
Simply enable sharing with your friends on Viddeo and friends will see that you've uploaded a new video. Simply tap on a

friend’s name and you will be taken to that person’s feed. Viddeo’s social sharing functionality puts all of your friends in one
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place, so you can easily share a video with any of your contacts or the world. With the ability to easily share videos with your
friends and family, Viddeo gives you the tools to make a better video and see your video views skyrocket! Viddeo also lets you
share videos with friends instantly and privately, no annoying Facebook invitations are required. No need to send a link to your
friend to share the video, friends will see your video on their homescreens without having to leave Facebook, but they won’t see
any of your personal information. Viddeo also lets you broadcast your videos to friends who are not on Viddeo in real time. You
can easily share a video with friends and family, but you can also let those friends know that you will be broadcasting and they
can view the video on a more central location. Viddeo is also a simple way to turn your smartphone into a camcorder. With a

Viddeo-enabled camera app, you can automatically upload and share your videos with friends, simply by turning your device on.
Viddeo is backed by some of the most well- 82157476af
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